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Some months ago, when #dayofarch came up, I was wondering why this experience was 

happening a friday in July. Then, I realized that my life is not ‘normal’ and the FBA and 

summer field seasons where enough to have a good view. 

Madrid (Spain) 29th July 2011 – The private life of Jaime… 

Today I woke up as usual, around 7:30. Had a quick breakfast, drove my mom to work and 

went to the gym a bit. With this temperature it is impossible to run outside even in the 

morning. Shower, second breakfast and time to go to the office. 

I am supposed to work in the commercial field. Created my own company last year as a kind 

of economical suicide, but I’m still alive. Said this, I haven’t been in the field since 2009. I 

miss it, but getting a contract nowadays is becoming impossible with the climate of crisis 

and savage competence with prices. It was much more easier when I worked for others. 

Instead I try to promote and practice Public Archaeology and that is probably the hardest 

challenge I have taken. A lot of project planning and ‘selling’ in the private sector (that 

should be managed publicly), and more comforts in Ethiopia than at home. 
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As a good friday, today I only had 3 hours to do stuff and I am having a lot of stuff to do. I 

lack time, although I waste a lot… 

My list for this week still said ‘ArchPP’ (an article for Archaeologies I have to rewrite in a 

couple of weeks), ‘Docs Etiopía’ (preparing all documents I have to take to Ethiopia next 

week), ‘Correo ChC’ (sending emails to the contributors of a book I’m coordinating), ‘Web 

HCIII’ (continue preparing a web site I’m working with), ‘Enviar libros’ (mailing a couple of 

parcels with books I sold). 3 out of 5 remain there… 

I run to the post office (5 minutes from the office) and spent around 30 minutes reading and 

answering emails. The pity is that people ask for lots of things, but never offering paid 

stuff… I should start having fees for ‘consultancy’. The problem of having the Internet is that 

while/after emailing, Facebook, Twitter and today, this page took a good time from these 

hours. So, right before lunch time, I decided to collect all the papers for Ethiopia, write a 

couple of mails more and take some work for the weekend in the village. 

I am flying to Ethiopia next week to try end a project I started last year in Melka Kunture 

(Public Archaeology related about the evaluation and awareness on the site), participate in 

the EAAPP meeting with it and start new ideas while money comes. I’m in love with the 

country and highly recommend it (btw). 
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So, with the briefcase full of stuff, the laptop and a couple of books was time to go shopping 

for lunch. Today’s menu: Green peas with onion and jamón serrano. Delicious and really 

easy to cook. 

During lunch I watched a couple of chapters of ‘Entourage’. I am a compulsive consumer of 

series and as the summer season is a bit boring and I’m to date with all I like, I started 

yesterday to watch this one. 

And after lunch and a short nap, I went to pick my mom before going to the village. 

My village is El Cabaco, 3 hours from Madrid in Salamanca province. I have a strong relation 

with it and was also where I started working in Archaeology. There are some Roman gold 

mines and a site. It was excavated in 2000-2001 and I was lucky to take part of it when I 

was just 16. I think that was determinant for me to end up working in Public Archaeology. 

Anyway, midway we stopped for shopping and dinner. There was a terrible traffic jam to 

get out of Madrid… and my day ended in one of the bars in my village, having a drink with 

some friends before going to another village for party (summertime local parties!). 

It looks like there has been very few archaeology around, but I it was in my head all the 

time Hope this shows that the life of an archaeologist is not always digging up things or 

doing cool (or boring) stuff. We have normal lives like normal people. We eat, run, drink, 

chat, have holidays, friends… Archaeology is just our job. 

— 

BUT – Having a look at the context… 

Today it has been a normal day… a bit weird, but normal. The routine of my life is pretty 

stable. Maybe doing it next friday would have been better… I will be in a foreign country, 

kind of exotic, having meetings, visiting sites, doing surveys or who knows what (I still 

didn’t close the schedule). Or maybe last thursday, when I stayed till 4 am preparing the 

layout of a book I’m publishing in a couple of months and emailing contributors, while 

managing a wave of proposals for the journal I edit, ‘AP: Online Journal in Public 

Archaeology’. Or I could have talked about the worries of a PhD student that has to work 



and manage his company while trying to keep his ‘academic-research-life’ with no 

resources or time. There are even days when I don’t do any archaeology at all! 

For Spanish \’understanders\’ this is what I do in the company… + PhD = My life 
 

http://youtu.be/06hUuQuLqws

